Abstract: Virtual reality systems provide realistic look and feel by seamlessly integrating three-dimensional input and output devices. One software architecture approach to constructing such systems is to distribute the application between a computation-intensive simulator back-end and a graphics-intensive viewer frontend which implements user interaction. In this paper we discuss Metis, a toolkit we have been developing based on such a software architecture, which can be used for building interactive immersive virtual reality systems with computationally intensive components. The Metis toolkit defines an application programming interface on the simulator side, which communicates via a network with a standalone viewer program that handles all immersive display and interactivity. Network bandwidth and interaction latency are minimized, by use of a constraint network on the viewer side that declaratively defines much of dynamic and interactive behavior of the application.
Introduction
Metis is an object-oriented toolkit for 3D interactive simulation. The goal is to create a simple, flexible high-performance software architecture that enables the rapid construction of immersive virtual reality applications for simulation, utilizing highly interactive techniques such as 3D direct manipulation and virtual tools (or "3D widgets"). Possible areas of application include robotics simulation, 3D character animation, surgical simulation, small-scale multi-user shared environments, and any inherently 3D tasks which require highly interactive user interfaces.
Metis is intended for use in virtual reality applications with varying levels of immersivity, using display techniques ranging from stereo glasses to head-mounted displays, and input devices such as 3D mice and data gloves. For such applications to function properly without inducing user fatigue and motion sickness, they must reliably respond to input and update the display with high frame rates and low latency, all of which require high-performance rendering and simulation capabilities. Metis was designed with a clientserver software architecture intended to support these kinds of performance requirements. It also specifies high-level input and output device models so that applications can be developed independently of specific virtual reality hardware configurations, and provides an architecture for constructing interactive virtual tools or "3D widgets". One particular such configuration, which we have been using to test the toolkit, is a form of immersive desktop virtual reality known as "fishtank" VR in which the position of the user's head is tracked as he views the screen through stereo glasses. By altering the projection of the three-dimensional scene in response to the user's head position, objects can be made to appear fixed in space in front of the screen. Using a three-dimensional pointing device, the user can then interact with these virtual objects directly using virtual tools.
Metis is also intended for implementing applications that allow small numbers of users to simultaneously interact in real-time with a computationally intensive simulation. This is achieved using a client-server architecture in which multiple users, each interacting via a local viewer client, may connect remotely to a single simulation server. This also has the advantage of allowing the simulation portion of the application to be run on a separate machine, which may be better suited for computation, than the viewing portion, which may be better suited for interactive 3D graphics. This type of architecture is well-suited for implementing time-critical rendering and computation, and constant-time rendering capabilities are expected to be added to future versions of Metis.
While the purpose of Metis is not to support large-scale distributed virtual environments or internet-based applications, it could be used to implement Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) browsers. Metis' run-time object structures have been designed to conform as closely as possible to the VRML2.0 standard [SGI96] , and it is expected that the toolkit will eventually be able to import VRML2.0 files directly.
Design Overview
The Metis toolkit provides several key functional components necessary for implementing most virtual reality applications. These take the form of a renderer for immersive display, a high-level virtual input device model, and a one-way constraint maintenance system, all integrated together using a object-oriented client-server software architecture. The Metis software itself consists of an application program interface, called the Metis API. and a standalone interactive 3D program called the Metis Viewer. Metis application programmers use the API to construct their own applications, sometimes referred to as simulators, which can be viewed and interacted with locally or remotely using the viewer.
Client-Server Architecture
This division of functionality takes the form of a networked client-server architecture (see Fig. 1 ). The application simulator, built on top of the API, resides on the server side, while the renderer, constraint maintenance system and input device model reside in the viewer on the client side. When the simulator is started, it waits for a viewer to connect to it via a network connection, through which the simulator may send graphics commands and receive user input. This architecture is analogous to the client-server design of X-Windows. The Metis viewer is analogous to an X server in that it provides an interactive graphical interface to the user, while providing output graphics resources and user input data to the application. A Metis application is analogous to an X client in that it provides the application functionality and is implemented on top of the Metis API, which is analogous to the Xlib or Xt API for X. Unlike the X server, however, the Metis viewer provides inherently three dimensional graphics resources, a high-level input device model geared towards virtual reality devices, and a constraint system which allows more interactive functionality to be implemented within the viewer itself.
This kind of client-server architecture, based on communication of objects and constraints, has several important advantages. First of all, the simulation and the viewing process are decoupled: they can therefore run at different rates and can profit from parallel processing, increasing the efficiency of the application. This is similar to modern virtual reality toolkits such as MR [Shaw92] , AVIARY [West92] , DIVE [Carlsson93] and VIPER [Torguet95] . In contrast to these systems, however, the definition of the behavior on the viewer side is not accomplished using procedural techniques, but rather by using a declarative approach, where the Metis simulator communicates to the viewer not only the virtual world's appearance but also its behavior, specified as a set of time-dependent constraints. Thus, the need for communication between simulator and viewer is less than that of a static scene description, since no communications are needed while the constraints on the viewer's side remain valid. The Cognitive Coprocessor Architecture [Robertson89] , and later the TBAG [Elliot94] and VB2 [Gobbetti93] systems, introduced the idea of making time-dependent functions part of the description of graphical primitives in a 3D software architecture in order to declaratively describe simple animated and interactive behaviors. Metis exploits this technique to reduce communication bandwidth and improve load balancing in the context of a client-server VR architecture. Furthermore, interaction latency is minimized, since interaction code can be executed directly in the viewer in the form of constraints. A standard interface between simulators and viewers is defined, specifying the node and constraint types understood by the viewer. This makes it possible to provide a standard generic viewer suitable for a large number of application, allowing programmers to concentrate purely on the simulator side.
Object-Oriented Design
A Metis application specifies scenes directly in three-dimensional space by creating a scene data structure to specify the geometry, appearance and hierarchical structure, as well as some of the dynamic and interactive behavior, of the virtual environment. This is done from the simulator API by issuing scene creation and linking commands to the viewer, which instantiates the scene structure locally in the viewer. The scene can be accessed from the simulator side by using the instance names of its components, which are simply strings that represent their corresponding real objects on the viewer side. The Metis API consists of a collection of C++ classes. Some of these can be extended through subclassing to implement application functionality. Most classes, however, are used to instantiate various components which are assembled through object composition into the simulator-side scene graph which "shadows" the actual scene graph on the viewer side. Overloaded operators, e.g. <<= and =, are used to provide an intuitive syntax. A sample program that uses the Metis API can be found in Appendix A.
Metis Scene Architecture
The Metis scene graph itself consists of a directed acyclic graph of nodes, which represents the static graphical state of the scene, and a constraint graph, which maintains dependency relationships between the nodes and implements dynamic behavior. Unlike VRML 2.0 [SGI96] , which relies on procedural script nodes to extend dynamic and interactive behavior, Metis uses a purely declarative approach that constructs a network of pre-defined constraints.
Nodes
A node is an encapsulated data unit that represents some related properties that can be used to describe a static component of a scene. For example, a Sphere node denotes a visible sphere in space, and a Material node specifies color and other visual surface properties of an object. The Metis node system is based on the VRML2.0 node architecture. All externally visible state of a Node is represented by its variables, which are active objects containing data of various types. Metis variables can be connected together in dependency relationships using the constraint system. Currently, Metis variables can be one of the following types: Integer, Real, Vector, Quaternion, Color, Matrix. The Integer, Real, Vector, and Color types are standard data types used in computer graphics, while the Quaternion represents a rotation about an arbitrary axis and the Matrix type is a 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix that is usually used to represent a coordinate system transformation. A Material node, for instance, is defined as follows: In Metis, some nodes are distinguish from others by maintaining a group of subnodes. These nodes are called grouping nodes. One of the most important amongst them is the Transform node, which separates all its subnodes from the rest of the scene DAG by defining a coordinate system and placing the subnodes in it. The following C++ prototype defines the Transform node, which contains, in addition to the transformation parameters, a list of references to the subnodes. [SGI96] , is that it supports a large collection of real three-dimensional devices. In addition to conventional devices like 2D mouse and keyboard, Metis supports a spaceball, headtracker, 3D mouse and stereo glasses. Every physical device available on the system corresponds to a device node in Metis, which encapsulates all system-dependent programming details of the particular devices. For example, the Spaceball node is defined as follows:
Spaceball { Quaternion rotation; Vector translation; Integer button; } As in VRML2.0, nodes in a Metis scene can be shared, i.e. multiply-referenced, so that the scene data structure forms a directed acyclic graph rather than a simple hierarchy. By sharing a node, it is possible to save a memory usage and create complex structures more easily. However, multiple referencing creates some difficulties in maintaining transform constraints for shared nodes. Metis attempts to solve these problems and make node sharing as efficient as possible by using the constraint system to maintain transformation inheritance relationships. Fig. 3 is an example of a scene graph with multiple referencing. On the screen, three cubes will be shown, and two of those share the same material properties. The Metis API code for constructing such a scene graph can be found in the sample program in Appendix A. 
Constraints
While standard graphics formats such as VRML 1.0 [Bell95] simply provide static scene rendering descriptions, Metis allows much of the interactive and dynamic behavior of the virtual environment to be defined in the scene graph itself. This is useful for implementing simulation-based VR applications where the interaction and simulation event response loops need to be decoupled. For example, consider a surgical simulation application. The user of such a program can control a virtual scalpel with a 3D input device, which directly controls the three-dimensional position and orientation of a virtual scalpel. Another tracker attached to the head changes the virtual point of view as the user looks at the scene from different positions.
In the meantime, the elastic deformation of the tissue is simulated continuously using a differential equation solver.
Unlike other procedural systems such as MR [Shaw92] , Metis allows much of this functionality to be implemented on the viewer side using a declarative method based on the constraint network. Constraint systems have long been used for maintaining relationships in 2D graphics systems (see [Sannella92] for a survey). In Metis, constraints are not used to fully program the application behavior, which is defined, using application specific techniques, in the simulation process, but to reduce the complexity of the communication between simulator and viewer. By using constraints, application programmers state declaratively a relation that is to be maintained between values of objects instantiated in the viewer, and are thus not required to write procedures to maintain the relation themselves on the simulator side. The number of degrees of freedom under direct simulator control and the bandwidth required for client-server communication are thus reduced, multiprocessing capabilities are exploited, and the computation load can be balanced between simulator and viewer processes. Given this particular use of constraints, we have decided to use one-way local propagation constraints, because they provide a good compromise between generality and efficiency [VanderZanden96] . Complex update schemes (such as multi-way constraints or physical simulations) can be implemented on the server side by changing at run time the set of active one-way constraints based on the system's state.
A constraint in Metis is unidirectional and it is analogous to a function, with one output and a number of inputs. Every type of constraint does a particular task very well. For example, one constraint calculates trigonometric functions, another one performs matrix transformation, etc. By linking certain types of constraints together and attaching their inputs and outputs to variables in the node subsystem, we can build a constraint network that establishes function dependency relationships between any two variables in the scene DAG. The Metis constraint solver, which resides in the Metis viewer, evaluates the constraint network and ensures that values of variables everywhere in the scene conform to the desired dependency relationships. In general, there may be many interrelated constraints in a given application. While the Metis application programmer must specify the constraints explicitly, it is left up to Metis constraint solver to maintain the constraint relationships and determine how and when to evaluate them.
Metis Constraint Types
To make it possible to program complex virtual environment behaviors using this declarative approach, a large collection of different types of constraints is necessary There are several categories of constraint types available in Metis that function very distinctively. A typical Metis application will build a constraint network containing constraints from the following categories.
• Function Constraint. A function constraint computes its single output value from its input variable values. For example, an Equality constraint simply duplicates its input value as the output. A Matrix Transformation constraint, a more complex example, takes its three input variables, for translation, scale and rotation, respectively, and outputs their product as a homogeneous matrix.
• Channel Constraint. When the simulator program running on the server needs to control some variables in the scene DAG, it does this through channel constraints. As the only way to affect the state of the Metis viewer from the simulator, a channel in Metis is actually the abstract of the socket by which the simulator transfers data to the Metis viewer via the TCP/IP network. Channels, along with variables in device nodes, are the only external data sources in the whole constraint network. Every variable in the network is either directly or indirectly dependent on them.
• Notifier Constraint. While channels offer the Metis viewer a way to get input from the simulator, notifiers report changes in specified variables back to the simulator. By linking variables to a notifier constraint, the Metis viewer can automatically notify the simulator that some device variable, or an arbitrary function of that variable, has changed.
While a static Metis scene is defined by a single directed acyclic graph, or scene DAG, the entire constraint network forms a second directional acyclic graph embedded within the scene DAG. The inputs of this constraint DAG consist of device variables and channels, while the outputs consists of notifiers and the node variables that determine the visual appearance of the scene.
Channel
Allows the simulator to update variable values.
FunctionNotifier
Notifies the simulator whenever the value of a variable is changed.
TimerNotifier
Notifies the simulator whenever a timer is alarmed.
Constant Provides a constant value.
Equal Makes values of two variables equal.
SineWave Performs trigonometric computation.
Transform
Generates a homogeneous matrix from translation / rotation / scale.
MatInverter
Computes the inverse of a homogeneous matrix.
MatMultiplier
Computes the product of two homogeneous matrices.
MatRotator
Computes the product of a matrix and a quaternion.
MatTranslator
Computes the product of a matrix and a vector. 
Constraint Evaluation
In order to be efficient enough to support interaction, the Metis constraint solver needs to optimize the way it evaluates the constraint network. Our algorithm for doing this uses lazy evaluation with a provision for eager evaluation of notifier constraints. This can significantly reduce the number of constraint evaluations performed since, unless notifier constraints are involved, evaluation of data from channels and devices is not necessary until the moment of rendering.
The algorithm requires two boolean flags, candelay and outofdate, for each constraint instance. The candelay flag will be set to false if and only if the constraint is on a path to a notifier. In this case, immediate evaluation is required to give the simulator instant feedback. Otherwise, the algorithm simply marks the constraint out-of-date by setting the outofdate flag to true, indicating this constraint needs to be reevaluated when its value is needed. Thus, unless the candelay flag is false, the actual computation can be delayed until it is actually needed, i.e. the time of rendering. At that point, the constraint solver recursively traces back through the constraint network and performs the evaluation, until it finds a source (i.e. a channel or a device) or a constraint whose value is up-to-date. The evaluation phase can be further optimized to avoid unneeded computations when a constraint produces the same value as the one produced by previous evaluation, as in Hudson's incremental attribute evaluator [Hudson91] [Hudson93].
Constraints vs. Scripts
While Metis uses a declarative constraint network to accommodate the need for building a dynamic virtual world, some systems deploy procedural methods instead. VRML 2.0, for example, uses events and script nodes for this purpose. The author of VRML 2.0's virtual world develops short programs in a Java-like syntax, called scripts, and puts them in special nodes called script nodes. A script is activated and then executed whenever the node receives an event, fired by a device or other scripts. According to the content stored in the event, as well as how the script itself is written, the script may fire events to other script nodes, which handle the event in a similar fashion.
While this procedural approach gives virtual world authors much flexibility to meet their various needs, it has several disadvantages. Compared to the constraint solution in Metis, a VRML 2.0 browser is more difficult to develop because a script language interpreter must be implemented. For the same reason, the virtual world authors are required to learn a programming language. Also, procedural solutions such as scripts make it much more difficult to apply efficient evaluation algorithms, such as lazy evaluation, in order to gain a performance improvement. Thus, constraint-based systems such as Metis are very likely to outperform their procedural counterparts.
Scene Examples

Spatial Input Devices
Three-dimensional devices are represented in Metis as device nodes, whose variable outputs can be linked to constraint inputs. Whenever a device node's variable changes, such as when a mouse pointer changes its position, dependent constraints in the constraint network get re-evaluated or marked out of date. In this way, we can efficiently control many aspects of a node's interactive behavior without directly handling events in the simulator.
A simple example involves direct manipulation of a geometric object using the spaceball. The spaceball and the geometric object are represented in Metis by a Spaceball node and a Transform node, respectively. By linking the Spaceball's rotation variable directly to the Transform's rotation variable using an Equality constraint, we can use a spaceball to control the orientation of all subnodes in the coordinate system represented by that Transform node. Similarly, when we link the Spaceball's translation and Transform's translation together, we can control both its orientation and its position. If we wish to control a translation variable using the orientation of the spaceball, all we need to do is to replace the Equality constraint mentioned above with a RotationToTranslation constraint, as in the following diagram: 
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Coordinate System Transformations
A more sophisticated application of a Metis constraint network is the maintenance of interrelated coordinate system transformations. Again, we will discuss the example of controlling a geometric object, represented by a Transform node, with a spaceball. In a fishtank virtual reality system, where the position of the head is tracked, the virtual camera position must be maintained with respect to a separate "vehicle" coordinate system, which represents the reference frame of the graphics screen itself in the virtual world. The position and orientation of the vehicle can be controlled in a manner analogous to driving a vehicle through the scene. Since the various 3D input devices reside in the same physical space as the screen (they are attached to the "vehicle"), their tracking data is normally interpreted as being in the vehicle coordinate system. The scene DAG in Fig. 5 shows how we represent this in Metis by placing a the Spaceball node as a child of the Transformation node representing the vehicle coordinate system. If we wish to directly manipulate Transform node T 3 using the spaceball, we need to convert the rotation and translation input values of the Spaceball, which are in vehicle coordinates, into the corresponding translation and rotation values of Transform node T 3 which are in T 3 's parent coordinate system. We can solve this problem mathematically by converting each node's local coordinates into global coordinates and setting them to be equal, as expressed in the following matrix equation:
where V, S, T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrices for the corresponding nodes. We can determine the transformation matrix, M, to convert the Spaceball's local rotation and translation values into Transform node T 3 's local rotation and translation values,
MS = T 3
by rewriting the equation as follows:
We can use the Metis constraint system to dynamically calculate the value of M and then use it to transform the separate rotation and translation components. There are at least four types of constraints that are required to accomplish this. Among them, we need a MatInverter constraint, which gives the inverse of the input matrix; a MatMultiplier, which calculates the product of two matrices, a MatRotator and a MatTranslator, which can transform a quaternion or a vector respectively by a matrix. Fig. 5 shows how these constraints can be connected to form a constraint path from the Spaceball to the Transform node that automatically performs this matrix calculation in the Metis viewer without any processing by the simulator program. Furthermore, since it uses the Metis constraint solver with lazy evaluation, these calculations will be performed efficiently.
Three-Dimensional Widgets
In most 2D graphical software, in order to perform 2D operations, such as creating a polygon, moving it around, changing its color, etc., the user manipulates a 2D device, usually a mouse, to control a 2D cursor, or 2D widget. Often we would like 3D software to work in a similar fashion, that is, directly manipulating 3D widgets using real 3D devices, in order to make the user interface more intuitive. In Metis, this can be done by dynamically constructing a constraint network.
Suppose we want to control a three-dimensional cursor with a spaceball. When the cursor is pointing to an object in the scene, we push and hold down the button to drag it around. After moving it to the desired position, we release the button. A simple example of how such a three-dimensional cursor widget can be implemented in Metis is shown in Figures 6 and 7 , where C and T are the Transform nodes for the cursor and object respectively. Fig. 6 shows the constraint network before we click the button. We set C.translation equal to the S.translation output, and we link two notifiers, one for the spaceball button and one for the position of the cursor, to let the simulator know the current state of the cursor. Whenever the button is clicked, the simulator will be notified by the CursorButtonNotifier. It will then check whether any object is selected by examining the position of the cursor, which is obtained through CursorPositionNotifier. If an object, say T, is really selected, the simulator will send requests to the viewer to change the constraint system as in Fig. 7 , where T.translation is forced to be equal to C.translation. Thus, the object represented as T will be dragged by the cursor, which in turn is controlled by the spaceball.
Similarly, when the button is released, the simulator is notified again and it will unlink T.translation and restore the constraint network to the state depicted in Fig. 6 . 
Implementation
Metis is being developed on an SGI Onyx Reality 2 Workstation. The current version of the viewer and server API has approximately 17,000 lines of code. Several small demonstration applications such as those described in Section 4 have already been implemented. Currently Metis uses a Spacetec Spaceball and Logitek trackers for 3D input and head-tracking and CrystalEyes shutter glasses for stereo viewing. The viewer front-end is implemented using C++ and the OpenGL graphical library. However, it could be easily ported to other hardware and graphical libraries, such as PHIGS. The simulator API uses C++ , but other object-oriented language bindings, e.g. Java and Eiffel, are also planned.
Summary and Future Work
The Metis toolkit defines a client/server architecture for building virtual reality applications in which an application programming interface on the server side communicates via a network with a standalone viewer program on the client side that handles all immersive display and interactivity. Network bandwidth and interaction latency are minimized, by use of constraint network on the viewer side that declaratively defines much of dynamic and interactive behavior of the application, freeing the server-side to devote its resources to computationally intensive simulations. We believe that this constraint network can work very effectively for a variety of virtual reality applications, and that the client-server and object-oriented architecture of Metis gives VR application programmers the ability to construct high-performance VR applications with computationally intensive simulation. The current implementation of Metis has demonstrated the usefulness of this approach. Future enhancements planned for Metis include the addition of constant-time rendering and a time-based constraint system. We also plan to develop more demonstration programs and to use it to implement a physically-based animation system.
